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This Russell Investments Master Trust Annual Report, as at 30 June 
2022, includes updates and performances for: 

 iQ SuperTM, Resource Super, Nationwide Super; 

 iQ RetirementTM; and 

 Term Allocated Pension. 

The 2022 Annual Report is comprised of: 

1. This document; and 

2. The insert Your Super Plan (for iQ Super – Employer members only).
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Recent industry recognition 

We believe our products, services and approach to investing are among the best. But don’t just take our word for it—
our investment quality and innovation efforts have been recognised and validated by leading industry researchers and 
global publications. 

1 Refer to the disclosure on page 42 for more information. 

2 Prior to 2015, this product was known as Russell Private Active Pension.

2005 – 2022

In 2022, iQ Super – Employer and For 
Life were again awarded ‘5 Apples’ by 
Chant West.1

2007 – 2022

iQ Retirement2 has been awarded Chant 
West's highest rating of '5 Apples' every 
year since its inception.1

2022

iQ Super – Employer and For Life 
have been awarded 5 Heron Quality 
Stars in the Heron Quality Star 
Ratings 2021/22.1

2022 

iQ Super – Employer and For Life 
have been awarded 5 Quality Stars 
for the MySuper Investment Option 
in the Heron MySuper Star Ratings 
2021/22.1

2022

iQ Super - Employer has been ranked as 
a Top Ten Corporate Product for its 
Insurance Features in the Heron Quality 
Star Ratings 2021/22.1

2020 

Money Management and Super Review, 
together with their research partner 
Heron Partnership, named GoalTracker 
the winner of the Best Member 
Engagement Innovation at the Super 
Fund of the Year Awards 2020. 
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Chairman’s message 
Welcome to the Russell Investments Master Trust 2021/22 Annual Report.

While life in Australia began to settle into the ‘new normal’ as restrictions relating to the COVID-19 
pandemic began to ease, investment markets maintained their rollercoaster run as many countries 
faced the economic reality of the pandemic’s impact and responded to the friction caused by global 
events. This culminated in a challenging year when it came to investment returns for your super 
savings - but it’s not all bad news. 

The results for the 2021/22 financial year have served as another reminder that keeping a long-term 
investment perspective is important. Following the significantly positive results of the prior year, 
history shows us inevitably there will always be market ups and downs to navigate and taking action 
on your super based on attempts to ‘time the market’ rarely ends well. 

As Trustee of the Russell Investments Master Trust (the Fund), myself and the other Directors on your 
Board are here to look after your best interests and provide each of you with the best chance for a 
great life after work. One of our key roles is to provide you with support and services to help you 
better engage with your super savings and make the decisions that are right for your personal goals 
and circumstances.  

What’s important to our members 

Listening and responding to members’ feedback helps focus our attention on the things that remain 
important to you, and there’s a recurring theme in that feedback. The three main areas of interest to 
our members are: 

• Investment returns 

• Fees for the services offered 

• Improving our services and support

Investment returns 

As I touched on earlier, 2021/22 was a challenging year when it came to investment returns, with high 
inflation, rising interest rates and market volatility all impacting performance. While the past few 
years have seen strong investment performance, including double-digit returns last year, across super 
funds in general, the story for 2021/22 is much different and negative returns were common. 

Returns for the year to 30 June 2022 on the default GoalTracker investment option varied depending 
on your age, but was between -5.48% and -6.49%. However since its inception in March 2020 to 30 
June 2022 these returns have averaged between 7.21% and 9.94% p.a.. As I mentioned earlier, taking 
a longer-term view of your investments is important and short-term ups and downs are to be 
expected. 

For members in the GoalTracker investment option, your personal returns were detailed in your 
Annual Benefit Statement. The Investment market update and Your investment portfolios reports 
detail our investment performance in other investment options for the 2021/22 financial year and 
highlight some of the market forces expected to impact next year’s results.  

It remains crucial to understand the context of these results. This is only the fifth time in 30 years of 
compulsory superannuation that practically all super funds are reporting negative returns3. 
Superannuation is a long-term investment and what matters most is achieving positive long-term 
results that compound over time. To get this positive outcome, investment portfolios need to include 
some risk, which results in the occasional negative return over relatively short periods.  

Over the last 10, 20 and 30 years, super returns have been strongly positive and have kept super 
balances growing. Past experience shows that markets recover and over the long-term, an appropriate 
investment strategy coupled with regular contributions to super, will help to safeguard your financial 
position and allow you to build a super balance that can help support the lifestyle you’re aiming for in 
retirement. 

3 Chant West Multi Manager Survey, May 2022. 
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Fees 

There are significant costs involved in operating a superannuation fund, and these costs are shared by 
all members. We acknowledge our standard fees are unlikely to ever be the lowest in the market as 
we aim to deliver value for money through our highly-rated benefits and member services.  

Nevertheless, our fees must remain competitive, and it was pleasing to deliver an 18% reduction in 
our standard percentage-based administration fee from 0.285% to 0.235% effective from 1 July 2021.   

Given fees do vary for the different divisions and employer plans within the Master Trust, to 
understand the fees and costs you actually pay, you will need to refer to your Annual Benefit 
Statement, distributed around September each year. The fees applying to you are also detailed in the 
current Product Disclosure Statement and Guides available through either your online account or the 
Super Tracker App.  

Member services and support 

The final area we receive a lot of feedback on is having simple and reliable access to super-related 
information. In particular, there has been significant focus on the online account service and 
performance of the Super Tracker App. 

Over the last year we have continued to refine and improve the performance and reliability of the 
Super Tracker App, with page load times significantly reduced. There was also a design overhaul of the 
superannuation section of the Russell Investments website to improve readability and usability, with 
improved navigation and grouping of popular topics and pages. 

During the year we also launched Zest!, with a dedicated section on the Russell Investments website, 
and a monthly eNewsletter you can tailor to receive articles of most interest or relevance to you. Zest! 
provides regular news, tips and expert analysis to help you get the most from your retirement savings 
and life after work.    

You also have access to a wide range of information and personalised advice options, often at no 
additional cost. Our advice offering includes access to free one-on-one guidance at a ‘Retire Ready’ 
meeting with our retirement consultant, or over-the-phone support to complete a ‘Pre-Retirement 
Healthcheck’.  

Looking ahead  

We’ll continue to work throughout the coming year to earn the best possible investment returns for 
you (whilst appropriately managing risks) and to improve your experience with us. We want to make it 
easier than ever for you to grow and manage your super to achieve a great life after work. 

Jim O’Connor
Chairman 
Total Risk Management Pty Ltd 
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Investment market update 
For the year to 30 June 2022 

 Global shares 

 Australian shares 

 Real estate investment trusts 

 Bonds and cash 

 Australian dollar 

 Where to from here? 

Global shares 

Global share markets fell over the past 12 months, returning -11.3%4 in local currency terms. In 
unhedged Australian dollar (AUD) terms, stocks returned -6.5%5. 

Share markets began the year well, rising in the September quarter amid a series of robust earnings 
results globally. We saw strong results from US companies like Disney, McDonald’s and Exxon Mobil, 
as well as France’s Société Générale and UK-listed names Barclays and BP. Stocks also benefited from 
news the US Senate had finally approved a USD1 trillion infrastructure package and some encouraging 
economic data, including better-than-expected US and euro-zone growth figures. Partly offsetting this 
was a further rise in US inflation, with the consumer price index climbing 0.3% in August. Sentiment 
was further buoyed by a material pickup in vaccination rates across the euro-zone and the European 
Central Bank (ECB)’s pledge to keep interest rates lower for longer. Limiting the advance were 
concerns a worldwide resurgence in COVID-19 infections could slow the recovery, a late spike in global 
bond yields and increasing US Federal Reserve (Fed) ‘taper talk’. Stocks were also impacted by the 
fallout from China’s latest regulatory review and heightened geopolitical risks after the US formally 
withdrew its forces from Afghanistan. 

Stocks continued to perform well through the December quarter, driven by further positive US and 
European earnings updates. In the US, Microsoft, Pfizer and Google parent, Alphabet, all posted 
better-than-expected results, as did Home Depot and Coca-Cola. We also saw strong updates from 
France’s L'Oréal and Germany’s SAP. Stocks also benefited from the prospect of additional US 
infrastructure spending and Beijing’s vow to prioritise economic stability in 2022. Limiting the gains 
was central bank tapering and tighter monetary policy globally, with the Reserve Bank of New Zealand 
(RBNZ) and the Bank of England (BoE) amongst the first developed countries to begin raising interest 
rates. At the same time, the Fed, citing strong growth and high inflationary pressures, announced its 
plan to wrap up its massive asset-purchase program in March; several months earlier than expected. 
Stocks were also impacted by the discovery of the Omicron variant of COVID-19 in South Africa and 
heightened geopolitical uncertainty, including the threat of conflict between Russia and Ukraine and 
rising tensions between the US and China after Washington reaffirmed its support of Taiwan. 

Share markets gave back some of their earlier gains through the first quarter of 2022 amid a 
combination of heightened geopolitical risks and global rate hike expectations. Geopolitical risks rose 
sharply in the wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February, with the West imposing a raft of 
economic sanctions designed to isolate the country from the rest of the global economy. Meanwhile, 
the Fed raised interest rates in March amid persistently high inflation and warned that rates may need 
to rise faster than previously thought. Elsewhere, the BoE raised interest rates for a third consecutive 
month in March, while record high inflation in the euro-zone forced a hawkish pivot from the ECB, 
with officials opening the door to a rate hike in 2022. Stocks were also impacted by a fresh wave of 
COVID-19 infections in China. Limiting the decline was a series of better-than-expected US and 
European earnings updates and some encouraging economic data, including further improvements in 
US and European manufacturing activity. Stocks also benefited from Beijing’s vow to support the 
country’s economy and further corporate activity, including Amazon.com’s USD8.5 billion acquisition 
of MGM Studios. 

Stocks extended their decline through the June quarter on concerns that more aggressive central bank 
action in the face of persistently high inflation could derail the global recovery. In the US, consumer 
prices climbed a further 1.0% in May to be 8.6% higher for the year as a sharp rise in the prices paid 

4 Global shares measured by the MSCI World ex Australia Net Accumulation Index in LC 
5 Global shares measured by the MSCI World ex Australia Net Accumulation Index in AUD 
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for energy, gas and food continued to impact the cost of living. The outcome followed the 8.3% gain 
we saw in the 12 months to 30 April and marked the measure’s largest reading since December 1981. 
In response, the Fed raised interest rates by a further 0.75% midway through June. The move followed 
a 0.50% increase in early May and sparked fears that higher and faster rate hikes could tip the world’s 
largest economy (and potentially the global economy) into recession. Elsewhere, record high inflation 
in the euro-zone saw the ECB confirm that it would raise interest rates when it meets in July, while the 
BoE lifted rates a further 0.25% after UK inflation surged 9.1% in the 12 months to 31 May. Stocks 
were also impacted by Chinese growth concerns and ongoing uncertainty surrounding the war in 
Ukraine. Limiting the decline was a series of further encouraging US and European earnings updates, 
including Tesla, Johnson & Johnson and French spirits group Remy Cointreau. 

At the country level, the three major US indices – the S&P 500 Index (-11.9%), the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average (-10.8%) and the tech-heavy NASDAQ Composite Index (-24.0%) – all hit record 
highs midway through the period before trading sharply lower into year end. Share markets were also 
weaker in Europe (-15.0%6), China (-14.1%7) and Japan (-3.7%8) but edged higher in the UK (1.9%9). 

Australian shares 

The Australian share market was also weaker for the year, with the S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index 
closing the period down 6.8%. 

The local market performed well through much of the period as the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) 
maintained its ultra-easy monetary policy even as the market brought forward its rate hike 
expectations amid rising inflation figures. Stocks also found support in the form of a material decline in 
the unemployment rate, easing COVID-19-related restrictions, encouraging corporate updates and a 
significant uptick in merger and acquisition activity. However, the market fell sharply in the final 
quarter following the RBA’s decision to raise interest rates in response to a further spike in inflation. 
Headline inflation jumped 2.1% in the March quarter, while underlying inflation – the RBA’s preferred 
measure – rose 1.4%. For the year, underlying inflation hit 3.7%, which not only marked the largest 
annual gain since March 2009, but also put it well beyond the Bank’s 2-3% target range. In lifting 
interest rates, the RBA joined a growing list of central banks who have begun tightening monetary 
policy in response to persistently high inflation, including the Fed, the BoE, the Swiss National Bank 
and the RBNZ. The market was also impacted by steep losses across the major banks and miners, 
which together make up a large part of the index, Chinese growth concerns and the ongoing fallout 
from the war in Ukraine. 

At the sector level, information technology (-36.2%) posted the biggest decline for the year. Consumer 
discretionary (-22.0%), property trusts (-11.7%) and healthcare (-9.5%) were also weaker over the 
period, while utilities (35.7%) and energy (31.6%) recorded very strong gains. 

In terms of central bank activity, rising domestic inflation saw the RBA raise interest rates twice over 
the period; the Bank lifting the official cash rate from a historically low 0.10% to 0.85%. The first move 
came in early May, with the RBA lifting interest rates by 0.25%; the first increase in the official cash 
rate since November 2010. The second rate hike came in early June, when the Bank raised interest 
rates by a further 0.50%; the steepest increase in 22 years. The RBA concluded its June meeting by 
saying its second rate hike in as many months was a further step in the withdrawal of the 
extraordinary monetary support that was put in place to help the Australian economy during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The Bank said it expects to take additional steps in the process of normalising 
monetary conditions in Australia over the months ahead, with the size and timing of future interest 
rate increases guided by incoming data and the Bank’s assessment of the outlook for inflation and the 
labour market. 

Real estate investment trusts 

Australian real estate investment trusts (REITs) weakened over the period, closing the year down 
11.2%10. Contributing to the decline were sharply higher long-term government bond yields, which 
rose steadily throughout the period as the market brought forward their domestic rate hike 
expectations. Property stocks were also impacted by sporadic COVID-19-related lockdowns across 
New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland in the early part of the year as well as the uncertainty 

6 European shares measured by the Dow Jones EuroStoxx 50 Index 
7 Chinese shares measured by the Shanghai Shenzhen CSI 300 Index 
8 Japanese shares measured by the TOPIX Index 
9 UK shares measured by the FTSE 100 Index 
10 Australian REITs measured by the S&P/ASX 300 Property Accumulation Index 
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caused by the war in Ukraine. The industrials and diversified sectors posted the biggest declines, 
followed by self-storage, retail and residential. Global REITs (-10.5%11) also weakened over the period. 
Continental Europe recorded by far the biggest decline, driven in part by its proximity to the war in 
Ukraine and increasing speculation the ECB would be forced to raise interest rates sooner than 
anticipated. The US and the UK were also lower for the year. At the sector level, US mall, office and 
data centre names were the worst performers over the period. US healthcare and shopping centres 
also underperformed. 

Bonds and cash 

Global bonds fell over the year, returning -9.3%12. Major long-term government bond yields were 
sharply higher (prices lower) against a backdrop of rampant inflation and rising interest rates; 
particularly through the second half of the period. Bonds were also impacted by a string of mostly 
positive economic data globally and a series of encouraging US and European earnings results. 
However, bonds did benefit from their traditionally defensive characteristics in the face of ongoing 
Sino-US tensions, the war in Ukraine and the lingering effects of COVID-19; notably in China. Global 
credit markets weakened amid rising inflation, central bank tightening and global growth fears. 
Australian bonds underperformed their global counterparts over the period, returning -10.5%13. 
Similar to the theme we saw in global bond markets, domestic bonds weakened as the RBA raised 
interest rates in response to rising inflation. The yield on Australian 10-year government debt rose 213 
basis points over the period, closing the year at 3.6600%. Meanwhile, local credit markets were 
weaker, with spreads widening on the back of rising inflation and higher domestic (and global) interest 
rates. 

Cash (0.1%)14 edged slightly higher over the past 12 months, significantly outperforming global and 
Australian shares, global and domestic REITs and global and Australian bonds. 

Australian dollar 

The AUD fell over the year, driven largely by the prospect of more aggressive interest rate hikes 
globally, expectations of softer Chinese growth and a sharp decline in iron ore prices; the steel-making 
ingredient falling more than 40% over the period. The AUD was also impacted by general US dollar 
(USD) strength; the USD making strong gains through the second half as the Fed began to raise 
interest rates higher and faster than initially expected. Limiting the currency’s decline were multiple 
domestic rate hikes (and expectations of more to come), a steady decline in the local unemployment 
rate and the gradual loosening of COVID-19-related restrictions. 

The AUD fell 8.4% against the USD but rose 13.1% against the Japanese yen, 4.5% against the British 
pound and 4.3% against the euro. The broader Australian Trade-Weighted Index15 closed the year 
down 1.4%. 

Where to from here? 

Recession fears and central bank tightening continue to drive market volatility. We believe equity 
markets are oversold and that US core inflation has likely peaked. In our view, this should help 
markets stabilise and possibly recover through the second half of 2022; though we acknowledge that 
heightened short-term market volatility is likely to remain given responses across markets to ongoing 
inflation prints and central bank rate hike decisions. 

Markets have faced multiple concerns so far this year, including Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, surging 
inflation, central bank tightening and the impact of COVID-19 on China’s economy. Our composite 
contrarian indicator, which measures overbought versus oversold levels for the US S&P 500 Index via a 
range of technical, positioning and survey indicators, reads as deeply oversold. This provides some 
reassurance that markets have accounted for the bad news so far and could recover if inflation and 
growth turn out better than currently feared. Of course, it is possible that investors panic and reach a 
‘sell everything’ capitulation point, whereby equity markets experience a further sharp and fast move 
lower. The lesson from previous market corrections, however, is that periods of panic can provide the 
best opportunities for longer-term investors. 

11 Global REITs measured by the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Real Estate Index Net TRI (hedged to AUD) 
12 Global bonds measured by the Bloomberg Global Aggregate Index – $A Hedged 
13 Australian bonds measured by the Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0+ Year Index 
14 Cash measured by the Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index 
15 The trade-weighted index for the AUD is an indicator of movements in the average value of the AUD against 
the currencies of our trading partners.
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The main uncertainty is the outlook for the US economy. We believe the pace and magnitude of Fed 
tightening creates the risk of a recession by the second half of 2023. While a deep recession could 
trigger a larger equity bear market, we feel a slowdown or mild recession are the two most likely 
outcomes; though we recognise that in recent weeks the likelihood of a more severe recession has 
increased. The upside risk for the US economy and markets comes from the possibility that US core 
inflation has peaked. This, combined with some softening in the labour market, could allow the Fed to 
become less hawkish in the second half of the year. 

We still prefer non-US developed equities over US equities. We believe non-US developed equities are 
relatively cheaper and likely to benefit from weakness in the USD should the Fed become less hawkish. 

For fixed income assets, we think government bond valuations have improved, with US Treasuries now 
offering good value. UK bonds have also moved into bands which we believe offer good value. 
However, there are concerns over the current economic situation in the UK and the volatility in bond 
markets caused by recent fiscal policy announcements and the BoE’s response. We view German and 
Japanese bonds as moderately expensive. A positive for government bonds is that we believe markets 
have fully priced in hawkish outlooks for most central banks. In our view, this should limit the extent 
of any further selloff. 

In the currency space, the USD has made gains this year on the back of Fed hawkishness and its 
traditionally defensive characteristics. Given the USD is approaching levels not seen since the 2008 
global financial crisis (as measured by the US Dollar Index), if lower inflation outcomes later in the year 
lead to less Fed tightening than markets currently expect, then it could represent an opportunity to 
increase hedge ratios to US exposures. The main beneficiaries of a weaker USD are likely to be the 
euro, which has become more undervalued, and the Japanese yen, which has weakened on 
commodity price inflation and Chinese growth concerns. 

The bottom line is that investors are worried about rising inflation, slowing growth and the potential 
for an aggressive Fed to cause a severe recession. We believe US core inflation can trend lower over 
the remainder of the year, but the key question is by how much. A sustained move lower would ease 
fears around excessive Fed tightening and a deep recession. However, until this becomes apparent, 
markets are likely to remain volatile. 
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Your investment portfolios 
Diversified Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super and Nationwide 
Super  

GoalTracker 

Age 
below 

40 
41- 50 51- 55 56 - 60 60 + 

Investment return objective16

% above inflation p.a. 
4.3% 4.3% 3.8% - 4.2% 

3.3% - 

3.7% 
3.3% 

Investment strategy 

The option is typically exposed to a diversified mix between 

growth and defensive investments as shown below (the 

option may be exposed to derivatives)17 : 

Growth investments: 95 95 82.5 – 92.518 70 – 8019 70 

Defensive investments: 5 5 7.5 – 17.5 20 – 30 30 

Asset Allocation at 30 June 2022 % % % Range % Range % 

Australian equities 42.2 42.2 35.8 – 40.9 29.5 – 34.6 29.5 

International shares 41.6 41.6 35.9 – 40.5 30.2 – 34.7 30.2 

Property 1.3 1.3 1.3 – 1.3 1.3 – 1.3 1.3 

Fixed income 2.0 2.0 3.3 – 8.9 10.3 – 15.9 15.9 

Australian cash 6.1 6.1 6.7 – 9.1 9.7 – 12.2 12.2 

Infrastructure 2.8 2.8 2.8 – 2.9 2.9 – 2.9 2.9 

Commodities  0.0 0.0 0.0 – 0.0  0.0 – 0.0 0.0 

Other alternatives 4.1 4.1 4.5 – 6.1 6.4 – 8.0 8.0 

16 The objective is to earn a return, after costs and tax, which exceeds CPI by the % p.a. shown, measured 
over rolling 5 and 10 year periods. CPI stands for Consumer Price Index, which is used as a measure of 
inflation. 

17 The actual asset allocation may temporarily fall outside ranges stated in certain circumstances, such as 
asset transitions or extreme market movements. 

18 Growth assets decrease by 2.5% each year from 92.5% at age 51 to 82.5% at age 55. Defensive assets 
increase by 2.5% each year from 7.5% at age 51 to 17.5% at age 55. 

19 Growth assets decrease by 2.5% each year from 80% at age 56 to 70% at age 60. Defensive assets 
increase by 2.5% each year from 20% at age 56 to 30% at age 60. 
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Diversified Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, 

Nationwide Super and iQ Retirement (Contribution Account) 

Defensive  Diversified 50 

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding 
CPI* by 2.0% per annum, measured over rolling  
5 year periods. 

 To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding 
CPI* by 3.0% per annum, measured over rolling  
5 year periods 

Investment strategy Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is typically exposed to a diversified 
portfolio mix of growth investments around 30% 
and defensive investments around 70%. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

 The Portfolio is typically exposed to a diversified 
portfolio mix of growth investments around 50% 
and defensive investments around 50%. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

Asset allocation as at 30 June Asset allocation as at 30 June

Asset class 2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
12.0 15.1 

International 

shares 
14.5 14.6 

Property 1.4 4.7 

Fixed income 35.0 38.2 

Australian cash 20.6 17.7 

Infrastructure 3.0 2.5 

Commodities  0.0 0.0 

Other 

alternatives 
13.5 7.2 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
19.9 21.2 

International 

shares  
24.7 23.7 

Property 1.3 4.7 

Fixed income  31.1 31.4 

Australian cash 5.0 6.0 

Infrastructure  2.6 2.6 

Commodities  0.0 0.0 

Other 

alternatives  
15.4 10.4 

* CPI stands for Consumer Price Index, which is used as a measure of inflation. 
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Diversified Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, 

Nationwide Super and iQ Retirement (Contribution Account) 

Balanced Growth20 Growth  

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding 
CPI* by 3.5% per annum, measured over rolling  
5 and 10 year periods. 

To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding 
CPI* by 4.0% per annum, measured over rolling  
5 year periods. 

Investment strategy Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is typically exposed to a diversified 
portfolio mix of growth investments around 70% 
and defensive investments around 30%. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

The Portfolio is typically exposed to a diversified 
portfolio mix of growth investments around 90% 
and defensive investments around 10%. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

Asset allocation as at 30 June Asset allocation as at 30 June

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
29.0 28.8 

International 

shares 
29.4 30.8 

Property 3.5 6.8 

Fixed income 18.9 18.6 

Australian cash 0.8 0.4 

Infrastructure 5.6 4.1 

Commodities 0.0 0.0 

Other 

alternatives 
12.8 10.5 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
30.8 31.0 

International 

shares 
34.9 37.4 

Property 2.5 5.7 

Fixed Income 6.4 4.7 

Australian cash 6.6 2.1 

Infrastructure 2.8 3.5 

Commodities 0.0 0.0 

Other 

alternatives 
16.0 15.7 

* CPI stands for Consumer Price Index, which is used as a measure of inflation. 

20 Formerly named the Balanced Opportunities prior to 1 October 2020 
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Diversified Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, 

Nationwide Super and iQ Retirement (Contribution Account) 

High Growth  

Investment return objective 

To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding 
CPI* by 4.5% per annum, measured over rolling  
5 year periods. 

Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is typically fully exposed to a 
diversified portfolio of growth investments. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

Asset allocation as at 30 June 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
44.0 43.1 

International 

shares 
43.2 44.0 

Property 1.3 4.7 

Fixed Income 0.0 0.0 

Australian cash 5.2 0.9 

Infrastructure 2.8 3.7 

Commodities 0.0 0.0 

Other 

alternatives 
3.5 3.6 

* CPI stands for Consumer Price Index, which is used as a measure of inflation. 
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Diversified Portfolios for iQ Retirement (Pension Account)  

Defensive  Diversified 50 

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

For Contribution Account For Contribution Account

To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding 
CPI* by 2.0% per annum, measured over rolling  
5 year periods

To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding 
CPI* by 3.0% per annum, measured over rolling  
5 year periods 

For Pension Account  For Pension Account 

To earn a return after costs, exceeding CPI* by 
2.0% per annum, measured over rolling 5 year 
periods. 

 To earn a return after costs, exceeding CPI* by 
3.0% per annum, measured over rolling 5 year 
periods. 

Investment strategy Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is typically exposed to a diversified 
portfolio mix of growth investments around 30% 
and defensive investments around 70%. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

 The Portfolio is typically exposed to a diversified 
portfolio mix of growth investments around 50% 
and defensive investments around 50%. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

Asset allocation as at 30 June Asset allocation as at 30 June

Asset class 2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
14.1 15.6 

International 

shares 
11.1 11.4 

Property 5.0 6.0 

Fixed income 39.2 38.8 

Australian cash 26.5 24.6 

Infrastructure 4.1 3.6 

Commodities 0.0 0.0 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
21.5 23.0 

International 

shares 
19.9 20.1 

Property 7.0 8.5 

Fixed income 33.8 32.9 

Australian cash 14.1 12.2 

Infrastructure 3.7 3.4 

Commodities 0.0 0.0 

* CPI stands for Consumer Price Index, which is used as a measure of inflation. 
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Diversified Portfolios for iQ Retirement (Pension Account) 

Balanced Growth21 Growth 

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

For Contribution Account For Contribution Account

To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding 
CPI* by 3.5% per annum, measured over rolling  
5 and 10 year periods.

To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding 
CPI* by 4.0% per annum, measured over rolling  
5 year periods.

For Pension Account 
 For Pension Account 

To earn a return after costs, exceeding CPI* by 
3.5% per annum, measured over rolling 5 and 10 
year periods. 

 To earn a return after costs, exceeding CPI* by 
4.0% per annum, measured over rolling 5 year 
periods. 

Investment strategy Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is typically exposed to a diversified 
portfolio mix of growth investments around 70% 
and defensive investments around 30%. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

 The Portfolio is typically exposed to a diversified 
portfolio mix of growth investments around 90% 
and defensive investments around 10%. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

Asset allocation as at 30 June Asset allocation as at 30 June

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
31.6 32.7 

International 

shares 
28.7 29.1 

Property 8.1 8.8 

Fixed income 23.0 21.7 

Australian cash 4.0 3.8 

Infrastructure 4.6 3.9 

Commodities 0.0 0.0 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
35.8 36.4 

International 

shares 
40.0 39.5 

Property 8.7 9.1 

Fixed income 9.4 9.7 

Australian cash 0.3 0.7 

Infrastructure 5.8 4.6 

Commodities 0.0 0.0 

* CPI stands for Consumer Price Index, which is used as a measure of inflation. 

21 Formerly named the Balanced Opportunities prior to 1 October 2020.  
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Diversified Portfolios for iQ Retirement (Pension Account) 

High Growth  

Investment return objective 

For Contribution Account 

To earn a return after costs and tax, exceeding CPI 
by 4.5% per annum, measured over rolling 5 year 
periods. 

 For Pension Account 

 To earn a return after costs, exceeding CPI* by 
4.5% per annum, measured over rolling 5 year 
periods. 

Investment strategy 

 The Portfolio is typically fully exposed to a 
diversified portfolio of growth investments. The 
Portfolio may be exposed to derivatives. 

Asset allocation as at 30 June 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Australian 

equities 
44.6 43.6 

International 

shares 
44.9 44.9 

Property 6.5 8.0 

Fixed income 0.0 0.0 

Australian cash 0.4 0.1 

Infrastructure 3.6 3.4 

Commodities 0.0 0.0 

* CPI stands for Consumer Price Index, which is used as a measure of inflation.
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Sector Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, Nationwide Super 
and iQ Retirement 

Australian Cash  Australian Floating Rate22

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

For iQ Super, iQ Retirement Contribution and 
iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return in line with the Reserve Bank 
cash rate target, before tax and after costs, over 
rolling 1 year periods. 

Earn a return broadly in line with inflation over 
the long-term, before tax and after costs. 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax and 
after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods  

Investment strategy Investment strategy

The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to 
assets such as bank deposits, money market 
instruments (including but not limited to bank 
bills and certificates of deposit). 

 The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to assets 
such as bank deposits, money market instruments 
(including but not limited to bank bills and 
certificates of deposit), corporate floating rate 
notes and asset backed and mortgage backed 
securities. The Portfolio may also be exposed to 
fixed rate corporate debt, derivatives and non-
Australian dollar denominated cash and cash 
equivalent securities. Underlying foreign currency 
exposures will be largely hedged back to 
Australian dollars. 

Benchmark Benchmark

Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index  Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index 

Asset allocation as at 30 June  Asset allocation as at 30 June 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 2017 (%) 

Non-Bank 

Corporate Debt 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

Mortgage Backed 

Securities 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

Money Market 

Instruments 
66.1 79.4 79.2 

Bank Debt 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Asset Backed 

Securities 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

Cash 26.9 13.6 10.8 

Government 7.0 7.0 10.1 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Cash 16.5 32.8 

Corporate High 

Yield 
0.0 0.0 

Corporate Inv. 

Grade 
46.7 39.9 

FX/Rates 0.0 0.0 

Government 0.0 0.0 

Gov. Related 5.2 3.5 

Securitised   29.8 22.8 

Emerging 

Markets 
1.8 1.1 

22 Formerly named the Australian Cash Enhanced prior to 1 October 2020. 
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Sector Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, Nationwide Super 
and iQ Retirement 

Australian Fixed Income Global Fixed Income - $A Hedged 

Investment return objective Investment return objective

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax 
and after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods.  

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax and 
after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, over 
rolling 5 year periods. 

Investment strategy Investment strategy

The Portfolio invests in Australian issued 
government, quasi-government and corporate 
fixed income securities with a focus on 
providing investors with an income stream. The 
Portfolio may also hold exchange traded funds 
to a limited extent from time to time. 
Derivatives may be used to a limited extent to 
obtain or reduce exposure to securities and may 
also be used to derive additional income and 
manage investment risk. 

Benchmark 

Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index23

Asset allocation as at 30 June

Asset class 2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Cash 5.5 7.3 

Corporate High 

Yield 
0.0 0.0 

Corporate 

Investment Grade 
21.1 30.0 

FX/Rates 0.0 0.0 

Government 33.4 21.7 

Government 

Related 
36.4 34.4 

Securitized 1.2 3.8 

Emerging 

Markets 
2.4 2.7 

 The option invests predominantly in debt securities 
issued by supranationals, international 
governments, quasi-governments, agencies and 
corporates as well as structured credit securities 
including mortgage and asset backed securities. The 
option may also be exposed to low grade or unrated 
debt securities, emerging markets and currency to a 
limited extent. The option promotes a reduction in 
carbon footprint exposure, mainly by excluding 
companies identified as having a relatively high 
exposure to carbon-intensive thermal coal activities. 
The option also invests in corporations which follow 
good governance practices by international 
standards, including company responsibility, 
company management and the severity of impacts 
on stakeholders and/or the environment. 
Derivatives may be used to obtain or reduce 
exposure to securities and markets, to implement 
investment strategies and to manage risk. Foreign 
currency exposures are largely hedged back to 
Australian dollars, apart from those foreign currency 
exposures which are utilised to generate excess 
returns from active currency management. 

Benchmark 

 Bloomberg Global Aggregate Index ($A Hedged)24

Asset allocation as at 30 June 

Asset class 2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

United States 40.8 38.2 

Europe 18.5 21.2 

Asia Pacific 12.1 13.2 

Other 28.6 27.5 

23 Formerly named Bloomberg Barclays AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index prior to 24 August 2021.

24 Formerly named Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Index ($A Hedged) prior to 24 August 2021.
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Sector Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, Nationwide Super 
and iQ Retirement 

Australian Opportunities Global Opportunities  

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax 
and after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax and 
after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods. 

Investment strategy Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to 
shares and unit trusts listed or about to be 
listed on the Australian Securities Exchange. 
The Portfolio may also be exposed to 
derivatives and short selling. 

 The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to a broad 
range of international shares listed on stock 
exchanges in developed and emerging 
international markets. The Portfolio may also be 
exposed to derivatives and emerging market 
equity securities.   

Benchmark Benchmark

S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index  Until 30 September 2018: Russell Global Large Cap 
– Net Index 
From 1 October 2018: MSCI ACWI Index - Net 

Asset allocation as at 30 June Asset allocation as at 30 June 

Asset Class 2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Financial-X-

Property Trusts 
20.4 24.3 

Materials 23.3 23.6 

Consumer 

Discretionary 
8.4 8.4 

Energy 8.9 9.5 

Industrials 5.6 6.0 

Consumer Staples 2.7 3.5 

Health Care 14.4 8.8 

Property Trusts 4.5 3.8 

Information 

Technology 
2.1 3.4 

Telecommunicati

on Services 
7.3 7.2 

Utilities 2.6 1.6 

Other 0.0 0.0 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

North America 59.4 55.4 

EMEA ex United 

Kingdom 
12.0 13.1 

Japan 6.6 6.7 

United Kingdom 3.8 4.1 

Emerging 

Markets 
13.3 14.8 

Asia / Pacific ex 

Japan 
3.1 3.0 

Other 1.8 2.9 
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Sector Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, Nationwide Super 
and iQ Retirement 

Global Opportunities - $A Hedged Emerging Markets 

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax 
and after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax 
and after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods. 

Investment strategy Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to a 
broad range of international shares listed on 
stock exchanges in developed and emerging 
international markets. The Portfolio may also 
be exposed to derivatives and emerging 
market equity securities.  Underlying foreign 
currency exposures are largely hedged back to 
Australian dollars. 

 The option is predominantly exposed to shares 
listed on stock exchanges in emerging 
markets. The option may also have exposure 
to shares listed on stock exchanges in 
countries which are considered ‘frontier’ or 
‘pre-emerging’ and to shares listed on 
developed markets’ stock exchanges where 
the issuer of the security derives a material 
proportion of its revenue from the emerging 
markets. The underlying fund seeks to reduce 
its carbon footprint exposure compared to the 
Benchmark. The underlying fund will invest in 
corporations which follow good governance 
practices by international standards, including 
company responsibility, company 
management and the severity of impacts on 
stakeholders and/or the environment. 

Benchmark Benchmark 

Until 30 September 2018: Russell Global Large 
Cap AUD Hedged Index – Net 
From 1 October 2018: MSCI ACWI Index – 
100% Hedged to AUD - Net 

 Until 31 December 2017: Russell Emerging 
Markets Index – Net 
From 1 January 2018: MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index – Net 

Asset allocation as at 30 June Asset allocation as at 30 June 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

North America 59.4 55.4 

EMEA ex United 

Kingdom 
12.0 13.1 

Japan 6.6 6.7 

Emerging 

Markets 
3.8 4.1 

United Kingdom 13.3 14.8 

Asia / Pacific ex 

Japan 
3.1 3.0 

Other 1.8 2.9 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

China 35.8 33.1 

South Korea 10.5 15.2 

Taiwan 10.3 12.9 

India 8.4 10.0 

Brazil 5.9 6.1 

South Africa 2.7 2.5 

Mexico 0.0 2.3 

Turkey 2.5 0.0 

Indonesia 21.6 1.5 

Other 35.8 16.4 
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Sector Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, Nationwide Super 
and iQ Retirement 

International Property Securities - $A 
Hedged  

Responsible Australian Shares 

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax 
and after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax and 
after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods. 

Investment strategy Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to 
property trusts and property related securities 
listed on stock exchanges in developed 
international markets. The Portfolio may also be 
exposed to securities which have exposure to 
properties in emerging markets. Underlying 
foreign currency exposures are largely hedged 
back to Australian dollars. 

 The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to shares 
or unit trusts listed or about to be listed on the 
Australian Securities Exchange. In selecting shares 
or unit trusts, consideration is given to one or more 
socially responsible standards (e.g. social, ethical or 
environmental standards). 

Benchmark Benchmark

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Real Estate Index 
Net TRI - $AH Hedged 

 S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index 

Asset allocation as at 30 June Asset allocation as at 30 June 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

North America 63.4 58.5 

Continental 

Europe 
7.5 12.3 

Japan 10.0 10.9 

Asia Ex Japan 8.6 8.5 

United Kingdom  5.7 5.3 

Australia 3.9 4.0 

Emerging 

Markets 
0.6 0.2 

Other 0.3 0.3 

Asset class 2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Energy 0.0 0.0 

Materials 17.2 16.5 

Industrials 9.8 8.5 

Consumer 

Discretionary 
0.9 2.2 

Consumer Staples 1.2 0.9 

Health Care 12.9 13.7 

Information 

Technology 
6.9 7.6 

Telecommunication 

Services 
13.4 11.1 

Financial-X-

Property Trusts 
26.6 30.3 

Property Trusts 3.4 4.4 

Cash & Other 7.7 4.8 
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Sector Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, Nationwide Super 
and iQ Retirement 

Responsible Global Shares Third Party Indexed Australian Shares 

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return above benchmark, before tax 
and after costs, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return in line with the benchmark, before 
costs and tax, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, over 
rolling 5 year periods. 

Investment strategy Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to a 
broad range of international shares listed on 
stock exchanges in developed and emerging 
international markets. The Portfolio is invested 
in a fund that will maintain a reduced carbon 
exposure compared to the benchmark, whilst 
also increasing exposure to renewable energy 
and taking into account other ESG 
considerations such as the exclusion of 
controversial weapons, uranium and tobacco 
companies. The Portfolio may also be exposed 
to derivatives.  

 The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to shares 
and unit trusts listed or about to be listed on the 
Australian Securities Exchange. The Portfolio is 
invested in passive manner so as to replicate as 
closely as possible the benchmark stated above. The 
Portfolio may also be exposed to derivatives. 

Benchmark Benchmark

MSCI ACWI ex Australia Index Net  S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index 

Asset allocation as at 30 June Asset allocation as at 30 June 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

North America 64.6 62.4 

EMEA Ex United 

Kingdom 
12.4 13.4 

Emerging 

Markets 
11.8 12.9 

Japan 5.7 6.2 

United Kingdom 4.0 3.8 

Asia Pacific Ex 

Japan 
1.3 1.2 

Other 0.2 0.2 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Financials 27.4 29.3 

Materials 23.7 20.3 

Health Care 10.1 10.1 

Consumer Staples 5.2 5.1 

Real Estate 6.4 7.0 

Industrials 6.2 6.7 

Energy 5.9 3.1 

Consumer 

Discretionary 
6.6 8.3 

Information 

Technology 
3.0 4.4 

Telecommunication 

Services 
4.1 4.2 

Utilities 1.4 1.5 
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Sector Portfolios for iQ Super, Resource Super, Nationwide Super 
and iQ Retirement 

Third Party Indexed Global Shares Third Party Indexed Global Shares - $A 
Hedged 

Investment return objective Investment return objective 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return in line with the benchmark, 
before costs and tax, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, 
over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Super and iQ Retirement Contribution 
Accounts
To earn a return in line with the benchmark, before 
costs and tax, over rolling 5 year periods. 

For iQ Retirement Pension Accounts 
To earn a return above benchmark, after costs, over 
rolling 5 year periods. 

Investment strategy Investment strategy 

The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to a 
broad range of international shares listed on 
stock exchanges in developed international 
markets. The Portfolio is invested in passive 
manner so as to replicate as closely as possible 
the benchmark stated above. The Portfolio may 
also be exposed to derivatives. 

 The Portfolio is predominantly exposed to a broad 
range of international shares listed on stock 
exchanges in developed international markets. The 
Portfolio is invested in passive manner so as to 
replicate as closely as possible the benchmark 
stated above. The Portfolio may also be exposed to 
derivatives. Underlying foreign currency exposures 
are largely hedged back to Australian dollars. 

Benchmark Benchmark

MSCI World ex-Australia (with net dividends 
reinvested) in Australian dollars Index 

 MSCI World ex-Australia (with net dividends 
reinvested) hedged into AUD Index 

Asset allocation as at 30 June Asset allocation as at 30 June 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Information 

Technology 
21.5 22.5 

Financials 13.2 13.1 

Consumer 

Discretionary 
10.7 12.1 

Health Care 14.2 12.6 

Industrials 10.0 10.7 

Consumer Staples 7.9 7.1 

Energy  4.9 3.1 

Material 3.9 4.1 

Utilities 3.2 2.8 

Real Estate 2.8 2.6 

Telecommunication 

Services 
7.7 9.3 

Asset class  2022 (%) 2021 (%) 

Information 

Technology 
21.5 22.5 

Financials 13.2 13.1 

Consumer 

Discretionary 
10.7 12.1 

Health Care 14.2 12.6 

Industrials 10.0 10.7 

Consumer Staples 7.9 7.1 

Energy  4.9 3.1 

Material 3.9 4.1 

Utilities 3.2 2.8 

Real Estate 2.8 2.6 

Telecommunication 

Services 
7.7 9.3 
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Investment returns 
If you are an accumulation member invested in GoalTracker, the value of your investment will 

fluctuate with the market value of the underlying investments. The investment returns are generally 

calculated daily and are based on changes in the market value of the underlying investments. 

For other investment options, the investment earnings are determined by movement in the daily unit 

prices of your chosen investment strategy.  

If you are a defined benefit member and have investment choice for some of your accounts, these 

accounts are credited with a daily crediting rate which reflects the net investment return for each day 

on your chosen investment portfolio(s). 

If you are a defined benefit member without investment choice you should refer to Your Super Plan 

insert for details of how investment earnings are credited to your accounts. 

Default Investment Portfolio 

Where you have member investment choice and do not make an investment election, your account 

will be invested in the default MySuper investment portfolio, GoalTracker.

Investment returns as at 30 June 2022 

The table on the following pages provide the investment returns as at 30 June 2022 for iQ Super, iQ 

Retirement, and Term Allocated Pension (TAP). For Defined Benefit members, please refer to the 

relevant insert provided with Your Annual Report 2022 for specific investment returns. 

The returns shown are net of investment management fees and taxes on investment income. Returns 

are the compound average net earnings for each period. Past performance is not indicative of future 

performance. Your investment return/s (if any) may differ depending on the following factors: your 

investment option if you have selected an investment strategy. If no investment option was selected, 

the asset will be invested in the default investment strategy; any investment switches made during the 

financial period; date you joined the plan; and the timing of contributions made during the financial 

period. 
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iQ Super/Resource Super/Nationwide 

Diversified Options 

Portfolios 
Inception 

date*

2022 

% (p.a.) 

2021 

% (p.a.) 

2020 

% (p.a.) 

2019 

% (p.a.) 

2018 

% (p.a.) 

5-year 
% (p.a.) 

Since 
inception 
% (p.a.) 

GoalTracker 

(MySuper) 

Age Below 40 28/03/2020 -6.49 24.51 9.94 

Age 41-50 28/03/2020 -6.49 24.51 9.94 

Age 51-55 
28/03/2020 -5.98 to 

-6.39 

20.87 to 

23.78 

8.57 to 

9.66 

Age 56-60 
28/03/2020 -5.48 to 

-5.88 

17.31 to 

20.15 

7.21 to 

8.30 

Age 60+ 28/03/2020 -5.48 17.31 7.21 

GoalTracker Plus 28/03/2020 

If you have further personalised your GoalTracker (MySuper) option by 

activating GoalTracker Plus, the GoalTracker (MySuper) investment 

returns in this table do not apply to you. Please refer to your 30 June 2022 

annual statement for your personalised investments returns. 

Defensive 1/07/2003 -4.24 8.38 0.63 5.23 4.15 2.74 4.90 

Diversified 50 1/07/2003 -5.03 12.94 -0.92 5.42 6.03 3.51 5.57 

Balanced Growth 1/07/2008 -4.52 18.36 -0.66 6.51 7.75 5.20 5.52 

Growth 1/07/2003 -5.08 21.79 -2.87 6.28 9.91 5.57 6.99 

High Growth 1/04/2005 -6.69 25.15 -3.15 6.71 10.55 5.99 6.39 

* The date the investment portfolio became available. 
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Sector Options 

Portfolios 
Inception 

date*

2022 

% (p.a.) 

2021 

% (p.a.) 

2020 

% (p.a.) 

2019 

% (p.a.) 

2018 

% (p.a.) 

5-year 
% (p.a.) 

Since 
inception 
% (p.a.) 

Australian Cash 1/07/2003 -0.02 -0.01 0.63 1.36 1.32 0.66 2.63 

International 

Property 

Securities – $A 

Hedged 

1/04/2005 -10.87 28.23 -14.70 6.15 6.24 1.92 4.55 

Australian 

Opportunities 
1/11/2004 -4.92 24.07 -7.14 7.39 11.67 5.61 7.24 

Global 

Opportunities 
1/04/2005 -6.95 27.35 0.56 8.13 12.57 7.72 6.51 

Responsible 

Australian Shares  
1/07/2008 -11.17 23.41 -4.12 7.34 12.73 4.93 5.14 

Australian Fixed 

Income   
24/11/2017 -10.15 -0.48 3.62 7.65 0.11 

Global Fixed 

Income - $A 

Hedged   

24/11/2017 -10.21 0.58 6.11 5.47 0.26 

Emerging 

Markets   
24/11/2017 -16.90 26.41 -5.36 4.60 0.12 

Australian 

Floating Rate   
1/07/2007 -0.62 1.26 0.99 2.22 1.94 1.15 2.75 

Global 

Opportunities - 

$A Hedged   

24/11/2017 -12.17 34.41 -3.43 3.08 3.70 

Responsible 

Global Shares   
24/11/2017 -8.02 23.48 5.89 10.17 7.05 

Third-Party 

Indexed 

Australian Shares  

24/11/2017 -4.43 23.68 -4.54 9.03 5.76 

Third-Party 

Indexed Global 

Shares   

24/11/2017 -4.94 23.88 5.21 10.72 8.58 

Third-Party 

Indexed Global 

Shares - $A 

Hedged   

24/11/2017 -9.43 30.96 -0.14 6.05 5.71 

* The date the investment portfolio became available.
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iQ Retirement  

Tax is deducted on investments within the Contribution Account. No tax is deducted on investments in 

the Pension Account. Therefore, the Contribution and Pension Accounts will have different investment 

return figures for the same investment portfolios. Where returns are positive, the Pension Account 

will generally display a higher return as no tax is deducted from the return. Where returns are 

negative, the Pension Account will generally display a lower return because losses cannot be used 

to offset tax payable within the portfolio. 

Pension Account 

Portfolios 
Inception 

date* 

2022

% (p.a.) 

2021

% (p.a.) 

2020

% (p.a.)

5 years  
% (p.a.) 

Since 
inception  
% (p.a.) 

Defensive 1/07/2007 -5.64 10.14 0.02 2.92 4.31 

Diversified 50 1/07/2007 -6.68 15.66 -1.58 3.95 4.54 

Balanced Growth 1/07/2008 -7.12 21.46 -2.73 5.00 6.18 

Growth 1/07/2007 -8.09 26.15 -4.42 5.61 4.53 

High Growth 1/07/2007 -8.52 28.67 -5.64 5.98 4.69 

Australian 

Opportunities 
1/07/2007 -6.41 28.33 -8.89 6.16 5.22 

Australian 

Floating Rate 
1/07/2007 -0.69 1.50 1.20 1.38 3.29 

International 

Property 

Securities – $A 

Hedged 

1/07/2007 -11.47 31.98 -16.02 2.31 2.65 

Australian Cash   24/11/2017 -0.02 0.01 0.76 0.73 

Australian Fixed 

Income 
24/11/2017 -11.18 -0.14 3.64 0.24 

Global Fixed 

Income - $A 

Hedged 

24/11/2017 -11.17 1.32 4.91 0.14 

Global 

Opportunities - 

$A Hedged 

24/11/2017 -14.12 39.84 -3.41 4.17 

Global 

Opportunities 
1/07/2007 -8.61 31.18 -0.06 8.03 6.16 

* The date the investment portfolio became available.
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Portfolios 
Inception 

date* 

2022

% (p.a.) 

2021

% (p.a.) 

2020

% (p.a.)

5 years  
% (p.a.) 

Since 
inception  
% (p.a.) 

Emerging 

Markets 
24/11/2017 -19.21 30.59 -4.59 0.00 

Responsible 

Australian Shares 
24/11/2017 -12.55 26.19 -3.84 4.89 

Responsible 

Global Shares 
24/11/2017 -8.85 24.14 2.44 6.30 

Third-Party 

Indexed 

Australian Shares 

24/11/2017 -5.37 29.52 -6.55 6.70 

Third-Party 

Indexed Global 

Shares 

24/11/2017 -6.09 27.45 2.35 8.50 

Third-Party 

Indexed Global 

Shares - $A 

Hedged 

24/11/2017 -12.19 35.62 -0.91 5.48 

Contribution Account 

Portfolios 
Inception 

date*

2022 

% (p.a.) 

2021 

% (p.a.) 

2020 

% (p.a.) 

5 years 
% (p.a.)

Since 
inception 
% (p.a.)

Defensive 1/07/2003 -4.24 8.38 0.63 2.74 4.90 

Diversified 50 1/07/2003 -5.03 12.94 -0.92 3.51 5.57 

Balanced 

Growth  
1/07/2008 -4.52 18.36 -0.66 5.20 5.52 

Growth 1/07/2003 -5.08 21.79 -2.87 5.57 6.99 

High Growth 1/04/2005 -6.69 25.15 -3.15 5.99 6.39 

Australian 

Opportunities 
1/11/2004 -4.92 24.07 -7.14 5.61 7.24 

Australian 

Floating Rate  
1/07/2007 -0.62 1.26 0.99 1.15 2.75 

International 

Property 

Securities – $A 

Hedged 

1/04/2005 -10.87 28.23 -14.70 1.92 4.55 

* The date the investment portfolio became available. 
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Portfolios 
Inception 

date*

2022 

% (p.a.)

2021 

% (p.a.)

2020 

% (p.a.)

5 years 

% (p.a.)

Since 

inception 

% (p.a.)

Australian Cash  1/07/2003 -0.02 -0.01 0.63 0.66 2.63 

Australian Fixed 

Income 
24/11/2017 -10.15 -0.48 3.62 0.11 

Global Fixed 

Income - $A 

Hedged 

24/11/2017 -10.21 0.58 6.11 0.26 

Global 

Opportunities - 

$A Hedged 

24/11/2017 -12.17 34.41 -3.43 3.70 

Global 

Opportunities 
1/04/2005 -6.95 27.35 0.56 7.72 6.51 

Emerging 

Markets 
24/11/2017 -16.90 26.41 -5.36 0.12 

Responsible 

Australian 

Shares 

1/07/2008 -11.17 23.41 -4.12 4.93 5.14 

Responsible 

Global Shares 
24/11/2017 -8.02 23.48 5.89 7.05 

Third-Party 

Indexed 

Australian 

Shares 

24/11/2017 -4.43 23.68 -4.54 5.76 

Third-Party 

Indexed Global 

Shares 

24/11/2017 -4.94 23.88 5.21 8.58 

Third-Party 

Indexed Global 

Shares - $A 

Hedged 

24/11/2017 -9.43 30.96 -0.14 5.71 

* The date the investment portfolio became available.
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Term Allocated Pension (TAP) 

Portfolios 
Inception 

date* 

2022 

% (p.a.) 

2021 

% (p.a.) 

2020 

% (p.a.)

2019

% (p.a.)

2018

% (p.a.) 

5 years 
% (p.a.) 

Since 
inception 
% (p.a.) 

Diversified Portfolios

Defensive 1/09/2004 -5.64  10.14 0.02 6.35 4.46 2.92 4.31 

Diversified 50 1/09/2004 -6.68  15.66 -1.58 7.01 6.75 3.95 4.54 

Balanced 

Growth 
1/07/2008 -7.12  21.46 -2.73  7.38  8.29  5.00 6.18 

Growth 1/09/2004 -8.09  26.15 -4.42 7.76 10.02 5.61 4.53 

Sector Portfolios

Australian Cash 24/11/2017 -0.02  0.01 0.76 1.68 0.73 

Australian 

Opportunities 
1/11/2004 -6.41  28.33 -8.89 9.36 12.69 6.16 5.22 

Global 

Opportunities 

Option 

1/07/2007 -8.61  31.18 -0.06 8.76 12.93 8.03 6.16 

Global 

Opportunities - 

$A Hedged 

Option 

24/11/2017 -14.12  39.84 -3.41 3.32 4.17 

* The date the investment portfolio became available. 
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Trustee information 
Russell Investments Master Trust (the Fund) is managed by a professional Trustee company called 

Total Risk Management Pty Ltd (TRM) (ABN 62 008 644 353).  The Fund is also called iQ Super and its 

retirement product is called iQ Retirement.   Resource Super and Nationwide Super are also divisions 

of the Fund.  

TRM holds a Registrable Superannuation Entity (RSE) licence from APRA. TRM has appointed Russell 

Investments Employee Benefits Pty Ltd, a related company, to provide member services and manage 

the day-to-day administration operations of the Fund. 

TRM has appointed Russell Investment Management Ltd, a related company, to manage the Fund’s 

investments, including the selection of all the underlying investment managers that invest the Fund’s 

money in each of the investment choices. 

TRM has appointed Russell Investments Financial Solutions Pty Ltd, a related company, to provide the 

generic financial calculator (MyTracker) and the GoalTracker™ Plus limited personal financial product 

advice. 

Trustee directors 

To the year ended 30 June 2022, there were six (6) Trustee Directors of TRM. Relevant details of the 

directors are as follows: 

James (Jim) O’Connor has a Bachelor of Arts (Actuarial Studies) from the Macquarie University, 

Master of Business Administration from the University of Geneva / International Management 

Institute and a Master of Commerce (Finance) from the University of NSW. Prior to his appointment as 

a director of TRM, Jim was the Plan Secretary for the Westpac Staff Superannuation Plan. Jim became 

the chair of TRM from 1 September 2018.  Prior to this Jim was the chair of the Remuneration 

Committee and the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee. 

Luan Atkinson joined the Board on 12 July 2021. Luan has a Master of Laws/Internal Tax Program 

Certificate from Harvard Law School, a Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Commerce from the University of 

Western Australia, is a Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors and was a CFA 

Charterholder. Luan has more than 20 years’ experience in the funds management industry. She was 

previously a co-founder and COO of SouthPeak Investment Management, a systematic fund manager 

investing across asset classes and global markets. She has also worked at Deutsche Bank, Perpetual 

Limited and McKinsey & Company. 

Magali Azema- Barac joined the Board on 12 July 2021. Magali has a PhD in Artificial Intelligence from 

University College London, she is a CFA Charterholder and a Graduate of the Australian Institute of 

Company Directors. Magali has had an international career across financial organisations and has 

considerable investment experience gained at PineBridge in Australia, American General in the US, 

and Warburg in the UK.

Alexis Dodwell has a Bachelor of Laws, Bachelor of Economics, and Graduate Diploma in Applied 

Corporate Governance and has completed the Director Course at the Australian Institute of Company 

Directors. Alexis is a risk, compliance and corporate governance specialist, having worked in the 

financial services industry for over 20 years most recently at Perpetual Limited and the 

Commonwealth Bank of Australia. Alexis became the chair of the Remuneration Committee and the 

Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee from 1 September 2018. 

Keith Knapman joined the Board on 1 June 2020.  Keith has a Bachelor of Arts from Macquarie 

University and is a Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries of Australia. Keith has more than 30 years’ 

experience in the superannuation investment industry with extensive experience in all aspects of 

investment and actuarial consulting including funding, insurance and compliance advice, liability 

driven investment solutions, and benefit redesigns including defined benefits to defined contribution 

conversions, successor fund transfers and transfers resulting from mergers and acquisitions. 
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Patricia Montague joined the Board on 1 October 2020.  Patricia has a Bachelor of Arts (Pure 
Mathematics and Economics) from Queens University of Belfast and has undertaken additional 
education through institutions including Harvard Business School, LUMA Institute Pittsburgh, and the 
Australian Institute of Company Directors. Patricia has a diverse career in growing and transforming 
financial services through customer-first strategies and has considerable member services experience, 
gained at CBA, AMP and BT Financial Group. She is passionate about the role financial services plays in 
supporting the Australian economy and its people and the need for financial services companies to 
have a relentless focus on their customers. 

Indemnity insurance  

The Trustee has maintained Trustee indemnity insurance. 

Advisers to the Trustee  

The Trustee has appointed the following service providers to assist with the management of the 

Russell Investments Master Trust.  

Administration, actuary and 

superannuation consultant: 
Russell Investments Employee Benefits Pty Ltd 

Auditor: PricewaterhouseCoopers 

Tax adviser: PricewaterhouseCoopers 

Investment manager: Russell Investment Management Ltd 

Custodian: State Street Australia Limited 

Policy Committee  

If you are an iQ Super – Employer member, Resource Super – Employer member or Nationwide Super 

member, your interests may be further represented by a Policy Committee. You should refer to the 

enclosed Your Super Plan insert for details of your Policy Committee.  

If you have an enquiry or complaint  

Russell Investments Master Trust has a formal procedure to deal with complaints from members. If 

you have any enquiry regarding your benefits, the Fund in general or on any information raised in this 

report, or if you wish to make a complaint, please contact us at: 

Russell Investments Master Trust 

Phone:   1800 555 667 

Mail: The Complaints Officer  

iQ Super by Russell Investments 

Locked Bag A4094 Sydney South NSW 1235  

Email:   RIMTcomplaints@russellinvestments.com.au

Depending on the nature of your complaint, we may ask you to provide further information in writing, 

so that we can fully understand the complaint. We will provide assistance to you if necessary.  

Our goal is to handle your complaint efficiently and fairly and we will provide the Trustee’s decision as 

quickly as possible. However, if your complaint relates to a death claim or to a declined disablement 

claim, it may take some time to gather all the information necessary to enable the complaint to be 

properly considered. You can obtain advice in relation to the complaints handling process or feedback 

on the status of your complaint by calling us. 
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You also have the right to raise complaints with the external dispute resolution body. 

Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA) 

Mail:  GPO Box 3 Melbourne VIC 3001 

Phone:  1800 931 678 

Email:   info@afca.org.au
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Other important information 
Policy on derivatives  

Russell Investment Management Ltd as well as some of the underlying investment managers 

appointed by Russell Investment Management Ltd are permitted to use derivatives (subject to explicit 

guidelines outlined in the relevant investment management agreements).  

The main objective of using derivatives is to more efficiently manage the assets of the underlying 

funds. The underlying investment managers are required to ensure that the underlying funds are not 

leveraged. Cash, cash equivalents or physical securities are held to cover net derivative positions 

entered into.  

Reserves 

The Fund maintains an Administration Reserve which is invested in the Fund’s bank account and an 

Operational Risk Reserve (ORR) which is managed and invested in accordance with the Trustee’s ORFR 

Strategy.  

The Fund maintains other reserves, including a Tax & Investment Provision, an Insurance Provision and 

an Expense Provision, which are grouped under "Other Reserves" in the Financials. These amounts are 

set aside to meet specific obligations of the Fund, and are used to track the timing differences 

between deductions and amounts paid. These are invested in the Fund’s bank account.  

The values of these Reserves are shown on the Financials page of this report. 

Employer sub-plan assets (including defined benefit assets) 

The Fund maintains assets for numerous employer sub-plans and these are generally to support 
defined benefit liabilities.  The employer sub-plan assets are invested according to the Fund’s 
Investment Policy Statement.   

What happens when you leave your employer? 

Leaving your job will usually bring significant change to your life. One thing that won’t need to change 

is the super fund you’re with. Russell Investments Master Trust is designed to go everywhere with 

you, right through your working life and beyond into your retirement years – so you will only ever 

need one superannuation account.  

After you leave your current employer, depending on what division you were in, we may be required 

to transfer your account to a new division. Refer to the below table to see what happens when you 

leave your employer. If you are transferred to another division, your member number and password 

remain the same, so you can continue to transact (make contributions, update your details) on your 

account. When we have received the final contributions from your employer, we will finalise your 

benefit and close your Employer account and transfer it to your new account. The features and fees of 

your new account are contained in its Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) which is available from 

our website. The link to the PDS will be issued when the new account is opened for you. 

Division 
What happens to my 

account balance? 
Changes and link to PDS 

iQ Super – For Life No change. russellinvestments.com.au/iqsuperforlifepds

iQ Super – 

Employer 

It is transferred to 

iQ Super – For Life.  

russellinvestments.com.au/iqsuperforlifepds 

• Your existing level of insurance cover will 

transfer to iQ Super – for Life. 
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Division 
What happens to my 

account balance? 
Changes and link to PDS 

• Insurance cover is backdated to the day 

after you ceased employment. 

• If your employer subsidised your insurance 

cover, you will now be responsible for 

paying the premiums. 

• Refer to the online PDS and Insurance, Fees 

and costs guide for more information 

related to the transfer of benefits. 

iQ Super – Business It is transferred to 

iQ Super – For Life. 

russellinvestments.com.au/iqsuperforlifepds  

• No change except income protection 

benefits remain at a fixed dollar amount. 

• If you wish to increase your existing Income 

Protection cover to reflect future salary 

increases, you will need to apply to the 

insurer and provide evidence of your 

health. 

• If your employer subsidised your insurance 

cover, you will now be responsible for 

paying the premiums. 

• Refer to the online PDS and Insurance, Fees 

and costs guide for more information 

related to the transfer of benefits. 

iQ Super – 

Employer Divisions 

Two or Three 

It is transferred to  

iQ Super – Retained.

russellinvestments.com.au/iqsuperretainedpds 

• Your existing insurance cover will be fixed 

and continue under a different insurance 

arrangement within iQ Super – Retained. 

• If your employer subsidised your insurance 

cover, you will now be responsible for 

paying the premiums. 

• Refer to the online PDS and Insurance, Fees 

and costs guide for more information 

related to the transfer of benefits. 

Resource Super – 

Employer Divisions  

It is transferred to  

Resource Super – 

General.  

russellinvestments.com.au/resourcesuper  

• No change except income protection 

benefits remain at a fixed dollar amount. 

• If you wish to increase your existing Income 

Protection cover to reflect future salary 

increases, you will need to apply to the 

insurer and provide evidence of your 

health.  

• If your employer subsidised your insurance 

cover, you will now be responsible for 

paying the premiums. 

• Refer to the online PDS and Insurance, Fees 

and costs guide for more information 

related to the transfer of benefits. 
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Division 
What happens to my 

account balance? 
Changes and link to PDS 

Resource Super – 

General Divisions 

No change. russellinvestments.com.au/resourcesuper  

Nationwide Super  No change. nationwidesuper.com.au/pds

Fees and Charges 

Fees and charges are documented in the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS). When you leave your 

employer, all fees are met by you, including any fees that were previously met by your employer. 

Your Investments: Accumulation Members 

When you leave your employer, there will be no change to the way your benefit is invested – it will 

continue to be invested in the investment option(s) applicable to your accumulation account on the day 

your benefit is transferred to your new account. You can change your investment option(s) at any time, 

both before and after your benefit is transferred. If you wish to change your investment option(s) you can 

go online at russellinvestments.com.au or call us on 1800 555 667. 

Your Investments: Defined Benefit Members 

When the Fund receives notification from your employer of your termination of employment (and this 

may be quite some time after your termination date), your defined benefit will be calculated as at 

your termination date. This amount will be treated as having been invested in the Australian Cash 

Portfolio or your defined benefit division crediting rate. Upon transfer to your new account, this 

amount will be invested in the Australian Cash Portfolio, until you make an investment choice after 

the transfer. Your termination of employment will have no impact on the investment of your 

investment choice accounts – these will continue to be invested in the same investment option(s). 

Where you have not made an investment choice, your investment choice accounts will be invested in 

the GoalTracker option. You can change the investment option(s) of your investment choice accounts 

at any time, both before and after your benefit is transferred.  

If you wish to change your investment option(s) you can go online at russellinvestments.com.au or call us 

on 1800 555 667. 

If, following termination of your employment, you choose to have your benefit paid from the Fund 

(either in cash or to another superannuation fund) you can still change how your benefit is invested at 

any time (other than any defined benefit component), right up to the date of payment from the Fund 

(remembering that an investment switch takes 3 business days to process). 

Your Insurance Coverage when you leave your employer  

For members who have transferred from another division of the Fund where you previously held 

insurance cover. You may be eligible to maintain your existing cover, but there are exceptions. If 

you have an account balance of less than $6,000 or  you are under 25 when your benefit is 

transferred and you have not previously confirmed you wish to start your automatic cover or 

keep cover your employer was paying for, you will need to apply/opt in for cover. To opt in to 

insurance, please log on to your online account or complete and return the Insurance Opt-in 

Form (available on our website or call us for a copy).  

Your similar replacement cover will start from the day after you cease employment, even though 
we are notified of your termination of employment later.  This ensures you have no gap in 
insurance cover.  When this occurs, any arrears of your insurance premiums will be deducted at 
the time of the next monthly fee deduction, which is on the last Friday of the month. In the event 
that your balance reaches nil, your account will be closed and any insurance cover you have will 
cease. 
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You can cancel your insurance cover at any time using the Insurance Request Form and your 

cancellation will be effective from the date we process your request.   

For all divisions excluding transfers from iQ Super - Employer Division 2 and 3,  your replacement 
Death Only or Death and TPD cover will be issued as the minimum whole number of units of 
Death Only or Death & TPD cover in your new account, required to provide at least the same 
amount of cover you held in your previous account on the last day of employment.  If you had 
fixed Death Only or Death and TPD cover in your previous account, your fixed cover will continue 
in your new account. For transfers from iQ Super - Employer Division 2 and 3, your existing 
insurance cover will be fixed and continue under a different insurance arrangement within iQ 
Super – Retained 

Refer to the online PDS and Insurance, Fees and costs guide for more information related to the 
transfer of benefits. 

Temporary resident 

If you are a temporary resident of Australia (excluding New Zealand citizens), have left Australia and 

your visa has expired or been cancelled you may be eligible for a Departing Australia Superannuation 

Payment (DASP) from the Fund. The DASP is a payment of the superannuation money held in the Fund 

for you and is subject to specific taxation when it is paid. You can apply online via the Australian 

Taxation Office (ATO) website at ato.gov.au/individuals/super. When applying online, the ATO can 

confirm your immigration status free of charge. Alternatively, you can also apply using a paper form 

available from the ATO website. 

If you do not claim your benefit from the Fund within six months of leaving Australia and the 

expiration/cancellation of your visa, the Fund will be requested to pay it to the ATO who will hold your 

benefit until you claim it. The Trustee relies on ASIC relief and is not required to notify or give an exit 

statement to a non-resident where unclaimed superannuation must be paid to the Commissioner of 

Taxation. Once transferred, you will need to contact the ATO to claim your benefit. 

Superannuation Surcharge 

This surcharge was abolished from 1 July 2005; however surcharge amounts may have been advised 

by the ATO and deducted from members’ accounts during the previous financial year. 

TRM as the Trustee is responsible for the collection and the remittance of these amounts to the ATO 

and will deduct any surcharge payable from your account. 

More information  

You can request copies of the following documents by calling us or by downloading copies, where 

available, from our website:  

 information on iQ Super by Russell Investments 

 information on the iQ Retirement by Russell Investments 

 information on Nationwide Super 

 information on Resource Super 

 the Rules of the Fund  

 extracts of relevant actuarial reports 

 the Fund’s financial statements and auditor’s report. 
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Financials 
Russell Investments Master Trust’s abridged audited accounts for the year ending 30 June 2022 are 

shown in the table below. You can obtain a copy of the complete accounts and the auditor’s report by 

contacting us.  

Statement of Financial Position for the year 

ending 30 June 

2022 

($’000) 

2021 

($’000) 

Cash and cash equivalents 634,966 568,015 

Receivables and other assets 7,570 13,030 

Financial assets held at fair value through profit or 

loss* 8,848,621 9,769,427 

Deferred tax assets 11,037 262 

Total assets 9,502,193 10,350,734 

Liabilities 

Benefits payable (128) (128) 

Payables (14,679) (15,998) 

Income tax payable (10,049) (9,860) 

Deferred tax liabilities (4) (2,358) 

Total liabilities excluding member benefits (24,861) (28,344) 

Net assets available for member benefits 9,477,332 10,322,390 

Member benefits 

Defined contribution member liabilities (8,623,376) (9,345,586) 

Defined benefit member liabilities (743,055) (822,054) 

Unallocated to defined contribution members (551) (431) 

Total member liabilities (9,366,982) (10,168,071) 

Net assets 110,350 154,319 

Equity 

Administration reserve 8,808 3,788 

Operational risk reserve 23,999 26,469 

Other reserves 12,862 13,927 

Defined benefits that are over funded 64,681 110,135 

Total equity 110,350 154,319 

* The ‘Russell Investments PST’ & ‘Russell Investments Australian Cash Fund’ investment vehicles comprise 
more than 5% of the Russell Investments Master Trust assets. 
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Income Statement for the year ending 30 June 
2022 

($’000) 

2021 

($’000) 

Superannuation activities 

Interest 83 61 

Distributions from unit trusts 41,718 26,830 

Changes in assets measured at fair value (592,092) 1,581,379 

Other investment income 7,134 10,113 

Other income (18) 85 

Total revenue (543,175) 1,618,468 

Administration expenses (21,809) (24,173) 

Operating expenses (920) (1,060) 

Investment expenses (5,535) (3,924) 

Insurance premiums (953) (457) 

Total expenses (29,217) (29,614) 

Profit/(loss) from superannuation activities 

before income tax (572,392) 1,588,854 

Income tax expense/(benefit) (16,930) 512 

Profit/(loss) after income tax (555,462) 1,588,342 

Operating results (555,462) 1,588,342 

Net benefits allocated to defined contribution 

member accounts 514,867 (1,472,521) 

Net change in defined benefit member liabilities (3,374) (78,085) 

Profit/(Loss) after income tax (43,969) 37,736 
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Statement of Changes In Member Benefits for 

the year ending 30 June 2022 

DC Members 

($’000) 

DB Members 

($’000) 

Total

 ($’000) 

Opening balance as at 1 July 2021 9,346,017 822,054 10,168,071 

Contributions

     Employer 408,771 25,133 433,904 

     Member 45,848 1,109 46,957 

     Transfer from other superannuation plans 131,704 - 131,704 

 Successor Fund Transfer Ins - 61 61 

     Government co-contributions 302 - 302 

     Income tax on contributions (63,153) (2,494) (65,647) 

Net after tax contributions 523,472 23,809 547,281 

Benefits to members/beneficiaries (726,035) (98,575) (824,610) 

Insurance premiums charged to members’ 

accounts (19,326) (7,607) (26,933) 

Death and disability insurance benefits credited 

to members’ accounts 14,666 14,666 

Net Benefits allocated to members’ accounts, 

comprising:

     Net investment income (501,099) (41,567) (542,666) 

     Administration fees (13,768) (824) (14,592) 

Net change in DB member benefits 45,765 45,765 

Closing balance as at 30 June 2022 8,623,927 743,055 9,366,983 
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Statement of Changes In Member Benefits for 

the year ending 30 June 2021 

DC Members 

($’000) 

DB Members 

($’000) 

Total

 ($’000) 

Opening balance as at 1 July 2020 7,899,658 798,300 8,697,958 

Contributions

     Employer 354,883 25,120 380,003 

     Member 41,390 3,544 44,934 

     Transfer from other superannuation plans 101,730 - 101,730 

 Successor Fund Transfer Ins 280,606 16,675 297,281 

     Government co-contributions 277 - 277 

     Income tax on contributions (55,336) (2,556) (57,892) 

Net after tax contributions 723,550 42,783 766,333 

Benefits to members/beneficiaries (748,121) (90,248) (838,369) 

Insurance premiums charged to members’ 

accounts (16,020) (6,866) (22,886) 

Death and disability insurance benefits credited 

to members’ accounts 14,429 - 14,429 

Benefits allocated to members’ accounts, 

comprising:

     Net investment income 1,487,795 106,431 1,594,226 

     Administration fees (15,274) (1,752) (17,026) 

Net change in DB member benefits - (26,594) (26,594) 

Closing balance as at 30 June 2021 9,346,017 822,054 10,168,071 

Movement in Reserves 

2022

($’000) 

2021

($’000) 

2020

 ($’000) 

Operational Risk Reserve $23,999 $26,469 $22,607 

Administration Reserve $8,808 $3,788 $5,509 

Other Reserves $12,862 $13,927 $2,591 

Total $45,669 $44,184 $30,707 
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© Zenith CW Pty Ltd ABN 20 639 121 403 (Chant West), AR of Zenith Investment Partners Pty Ltd ABN 27 103 132 672, AFSL 226872/AFS Rep No. 
1280401. Chant West Awards (Awards) issued 21 January 2022 are determined using proprietary methodologies based on data from third parties 
and subject to copyright. Chant West does not accept any liability arising from use of Awards. Awards are solely statements of opinion and do 
not represent recommendations to purchase, hold or sell product(s) or make any other investment decisions. To the extent the Awards constitute 
advice, it is General Advice only without taking into consideration the objectives, financial situation or needs, including target markets of financial 
products. Individuals should consider their personal circumstances, read the PDS or offer document and seek independent financial advice before 
making investment decisions. Past performance is not an indication of future performance. Awards are current for 12 months from the date 
awarded and subject to change at any time. Awards for previous years are referenced for historical purposes only. Go to 
http://www.chantwest.com.au for full information on Chant West’s research methodology, processes, ratings definitions and FSG. 

The Heron Partnership (Heron) ratings are based on analysis of information such as product disclosure statements provided by third parties, as 
well as general market knowledge.  Such information is considered to be accurate at the time a particular product is rated by Heron.  However, 
Heron gives no guarantee or warranty and makes no representation as to the accuracy or correctness of any third-party information and accepts 
no responsibility for any inaccuracy or incompleteness in the third-party information provided to it.  Heron makes no guarantee or warranty in 
relation to the investment component or rate of return of any product that it rates. 

The Heron ratings have been produced without taking into account an individual’s financial needs, circumstances and objectives.  To the extent 
that the Heron ratings may constitute financial product advice, they are general financial product advice only, and any person should, before 
acting on such advice, assess the appropriateness of the advice having regard to their own financial situation and consult a licensed financial 
adviser before making any changes to their financial affairs. 

The reference to Heron and the inclusion of the Heron ratings logo in this annual report has been authorised by Heron.  The Heron ratings logo 
is a trademark of Heron. 

For details about The Heron Partnership’s ratings methodology refer to www.heronpartners.com.au. 

This annual report has been issued by Total Risk Management Pty Ltd ABN 62 008 644 353, AFSL 238790 (TRM) as trustee of Russell Investments 
Master Trust ABN 89 384 753 567. Nationwide Super and Resource Super are Divisions of the Russell Investments Master Trust.  

This annual report provides general information only. It is not advice and it has not been prepared taking into account your personal objectives, 
financial situation or needs. Because of this you should, before acting on any general information (or on any advice you may obtain elsewhere), 
consider whether this information (or external advice) is appropriate having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs. This annual 
report is not intended to take the place of a financial adviser briefed on your individual financial circumstances. The Trustee recommends that, 
before acting on any information in this annual report, you seek financial advice from a licensed independent adviser. 

This information has been compiled from sources considered to be reliable but is not guaranteed. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of 
future performance. 

The Product Disclosure Statement (‘PDS’) can be obtained online at https://russellinvestments.com/au or for Nationwide Super at 
https://nationwidesuper.com.au or by phoning us.  Any potential investor should consider the latest PDS in deciding whether to acquire, or to 
continue to hold, an investment in the Russell Investments Master Trust.  The Target Market Determinations for the Russell Investments Master 
Trust are available on our website at https://russellinvestments.com/au/disclosures/tmds.  The Financial Services Guide for the Russell 
Investments Master Trust is available on our website at https://russellinvestments.com.au/fsg or https://www.nationwidesuper.com.au/fsg. 

Russell Investments Financial Solutions Pty Ltd ABN 84 010 799 041, AFSL 229850 (RIFS) is the provider of MyTracker and the financial product 
advice provided by GoalTracker Plus.  General financial product advice is provided by RIFS or Link Advice Pty Ltd (Link Advice) ABN 36 105 811 
836, AFSL 258145. Limited personal financial product advice is provided by Link Advice with the exception of GoalTracker Plus advice, which is 
provided by RIFS.    

TRM and RIFS are part of Russell Investments. Russell Investments or its associates, officers or employees may have interests in the financial 
products referred to in this document by acting in various roles including broker or adviser, and may receive fees, brokerage or commissions for 
acting in these capacities. In addition, Russell Investments or its associates, officers or employees may buy or sell the financial products as 
principal or agent. 

To the extent permitted by law, no liability is accepted for any loss or damage as a result of reliance on this information. This document does not 
constitute professional advice or opinion and is not intended to be used as the basis for making an investment decision. This work is copyright 
2022.  Apart from any use permitted under the Copyright Act 1968, no part may be reproduced by any process, nor may any other exclusive right 
be exercised, without the permission of Russell Investments.  
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